He was going to get up ________ early the next morning and go ________.

great  got  very  buying  hold  fishing

He woke up before it was ________, slipped on his pants and ate ________ bowl of cereal. Then he found ________ fishing pole, gave a low whistle ________ Aroma (the whistle wasn’t necessary ________ Aroma was waiting in the basket). Homer

when  because  rest

___________ the basket on his bike and ________ rode off down 56A.

grabbed  put  party  them  jest  they

They turned ________ the woods where the bridge crossed ________ brook.

into  beside  form  an  his  the

Homer parked the bike ________ started to walk along the brook ________ Aroma

but  your  and  between  with  right following right along.

They fished ________ morning but didn’t catch anything because ________ fish

in  hope  all  the  an  hut

just weren’t biting. They tried ________ of the best places in the ________ and

under  right  all  tank  brook  to

when they were ready to ________ home they decided to go straight ________

in  stand  go  with  yes  through

the woods instead of following the ________ because the woods path was much

house  do  brook

grander  west  shorter

The path through the woods was ________ old wood road that was not ________

the  an  but  granted  used  forgotten

anymore. It had not been ________ for years and almost everybody had ________

granted  it  used  forgotten  lost  your

that it was ever built. Before ________ had gone very far Homer

them  run  they

thought ________ heard voices, then he smelled bacon ________.

He thought it the  they  he  when  fastening  cooking

was strange because ________ ever came up on this mountain ________ camp,

me  to  nobody  as  to  and

so he decided to sneak ________________ and investigate.

between hold up

When Homer and Aroma ________________ around a large rock they saw ____________ men!

looked indeed sneak with he four

"THE ROBBERS!" whispered Homer, and indeed ________________ were the robbers. There was the

they brook not

______________ with the two thousand dollars.

pole just suitcase